
Collective Nouns

waddle gaggle flock parliament circus pride

murder colony shiver flutter prickle smack

shoal herd pack rhumba murmuration swarm

Task 1

Choose the correct collective noun from the ‘Word Box’ to fill in the blanks.

Some of these groups have more than one collective noun that can be applied 

to them, but just select one for each. Use each word only once.

Tip: For any you are unsure of, think about how the collective noun 

might relate to that particular group, or research the answer.

Word Box

Collective nouns refer to a group – it could be of a particular animal, or set of objects.

Tip: When you see the word ‘collective’, think of a ‘collection’ of things.

For example, a bouquet of flowers, a bunch of grapes
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Collective Nouns

A of penguins

A of wolves

A of owls

A of bats

A of geese

(on the ground)

A of hedgehogs

A of puffins

A of sharks

A of rattlesnakes

A of butterflies

A of jellyfish
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Task 2

Write five of your own examples of collective nouns. Remember, they do not have to refer to 

a group of animals.



This picture is called “above the sky”

Answer these questions whilst looking at the image:

•What can you see?

•Who is the woman?

•Why is she holding an umbrella and a bag?

•Where did she come from? Where is she going?

•How can she survive here?

•What might she be thinking at this moment?

•If you could ask her a question, what would you ask?



Word of the week!

Rationing

Verb

Allow each person to have only a 
fixed amount of something



Spellings:

Please write these words 5 times and put them in a sentence:

1. Special 
2. Straight 
3. Strange
4. Strength 
5. Suppose
6. Surprise 
7. Therefore
8. Though
9. Thought
10. Through 
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